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EDITOR’S MESSAGE
Welcome to the IICD newsletter for the first quarter of 2022.
The theme for this edition is ‘Madhubani Painting’. Madhubani painting is one
of the many famous traditional Indian art forms. It is practiced in the Mithila
region of Bihar and Nepal. These paintings are known for representing ritual
content for particular occasions, including festivals, religious rituals, etc. Over
time, Madhubani paintings became a significant part of Indian festivities.
Gradually, this art-form attracted connoisseurs of art worldwide and many contemporary Indian artists took the art on global stage.
The first quarter of 2022 was a very active phase in IICD. A lot of artisanal
workshops were conducted in the campus and students visited many places
as a part of their craft tour. The students also took part in several competitions
and worked on many external projects representing IICD.
On the academic collaboration front, IICD signed MoU with West Dean College of Art and Conservation, UK and Michigan State University, USA. IICD
also signed MoU with Jaipur Virasat Foundation to promote institutional cooperation and further common interest in crafts and heritage fields. IICD also
signed MoU with Nila House, Jaipur which allows seven students belonging to
Crafts Community to receive complete fee waiver to study at IICD.
The month of March also saw an in-house Fashion Show by women artisans
from Napasar, Bikaner and the IICD team of students and staff. This Fashion
Show marked the occasion of International Women’s Day.
IICD also participated in several events under the umbrella of ‘Bonjour India’
paving way for future possibilities of collaborative projects with French Institutions.
All in all, it has been a very eventful first quarter of 2022 in IICD. I hope you
enjoy going through the newsletter.
Happy Reading!

Dr. Kingshuk Mukherjee
Editor
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Classroom
Students at IICD continuously
participate in academic modules that involve learning crafts
directly from the artisans in the
comfort of their classrooms. At
the start of the year the Post
Graduation programme students
engaged with Ms. Renu Bhagwat,
Associate Professor, IICD on
the topic of Fair Trade Practices.
As a final assignment students
created and performed Nukkad
Natak on different aspects of
Fair Trade Practices in order to
increase awareness and dissipation of information. It was both
a fun activity and a great learning experience for the involved
students.
Ms. Anuja Kumar, Associate
Professor, IICD organised a
workshop for the students of
under-graduate programme with
Shri Padmaram of Barmer and
Shri Rama Babu Chhipa to teach
traditional Jogi and appliqué
embroidery and traditional
Dabu, Block printing, Tie & dye
with natural dyes like Indigo and
Kashish respectively.

The students of M.Des. Crafts
Communication went through a
series of domain specific modules.
The first module was Visual Identity Design, where the objective
was to understand the importance
of creating a strong and consistent
visual identity in communication
and to explore the various elements
of Visual Identity.

The students of Fired Material
Design participated in the Surface Design module where they
explored various surface design
techniques such as painting,
Nerikomi, Sgraffito, Raku, and
feathering. The students put up a
splendid collective exhibition of
their work.

The next module was Visual Storytelling, where students explored
various aspects of visual storytelling and storyboarding techniques
to create interesting visual narratives. The students then learned the
basics of Comic Book Illustrations
and developed their own Comic
Strips.

Ms. Chanchal Rathore, Assistant Professor, IICD organised a
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leather workshop with artisans
who came from Udaipuriya.
During the same time 10 students of post graduate programmes did their internship
with Weavers Service Centre,
Jaipur wherein they worked at

Asnawar, Lawera and That
weaving clusters. They worked
closely with weavers for design
intervention in the training program sponsored by WSC, Jaipur.
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The final module introduced them to relief printmaking techniques Woodcut and Linocut. The
students collectively exhibited their work in the
IICD quadrangle and their work was appreciated
by the students and faculty members.
Department of Fashion Clothing conducted a
module on creative Pattern Making. It is based on
a mix of draping and pattern-making techniques
and inculcated ‘Out of the Box’ thinking. It helped
the students to come up with innovative tech-
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niques for creating garments.
The module was divided into four parts.
• Exaggeration
• Volume
• Gathers
• Expressing
The module was taken by Mr. Nitish Vikram (Guest
faculty) and Mr. Abhishek Choudhary (In-house
faculty).
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Projects
Training at Napasar, Bikaner

Out of 40 application that
were submitted for Grant
through British Council
only 3 were selected, IICD
project being one of them.
The proposed project is to
create a Kiln in Baswa Pottery Cluster as a solution
to make garden accessories, i.e. pots for plants and
more such things which
can withstand frost and extreme weather in Europe.
This will help in creating
a pottery manufacturing
hub that can capture
International market. In
regards to the same, a visit
to Pondicherry for IICD
faculties was organized to
understand the nitty-gritties so that replication
and implementation for
technology is faster and
easier.

IICD conducted a three month
training program in fashion design for rural women of Napasar
village in Bikaner district of Rajasthan. It was sponsored by SBI
CAP securities under their CSR
initiative. The module covered
training in pattern making, drafting, finishing garments, etc. The
training program concluded in
March 2022 and 15 women were
trained. The program ended with
a fashion show on 8th March at
IICD campus, where the trainees
walked the ramp in the garments
made by them during the training. The event was graced with
presence of dignitaries like IPS
B L Soni, DG, ACB and IPS M N
Dinesh, ADG, Govt. of Rajasthan.

Craft Business Accelerator
Program
The Indian Institute of Crafts
and Design, Jaipur initiated
a Craft Business Accelerator Program of 3 months in collaboration with IIM Udaipur and NICE
(Network of Indian Cultural
Enterprises). The program is
sponsored by SBICap. A total of
144 applications were received
for the program, after in depth
scrutiny 15 participants were
selected.
The Craft Business Accelerator
Programme is an intensive 3
months accelerator program
designed to give promising and
motivated craft entrepreneurs
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business capabilities needed to
build and scale successful crafts
businesses. The program will
be delivered in 3 modules over
3 months. This would include
5 days of classroom interaction
in each module and rest will be
based at participants’ respective
areas of operation. Training will
be conducted by IICD team in
collaboration with IIM Udaipur
Incubation Cell and NICE. A
blend of faculty from different
parts of the country would be
invited for inputs through online
and offline sessions. The inauguration was held on 21st February
at the IICD campus.

Feasibility Reports for KVIC
Feasibility reports for 4 weak
Khadi institutes was prepared by
the IICD. These Khadi institutes are based in Adampur,
Tarn Taran, Amritsar and Patti
district. Based on the report a
funding of Rs. 10.00 Lakhs has
been granted by KVIC to each of
these institutions for strengthening of their infrastructure.

British Council Sponsored
Project under Crafting Futures
Crafting Futures supports collab-

oration to strengthen the creative
and crafts sector in India through exciting and innovative projects which
addresses inclusion across a range
of communities, explore solutions
for global environmental challenges
and generate new propositions for
the relationship between craft and
technology.
The partnership between IICD and
West Dean College of Arts and
Conservation focuses on the Potters
of Baswa district in Jaipur through
exchange of knowledge between India and UK ceramic practices whilst
focusing on design and technology.

This project is an exchange of knowledge between Indian & UK ceramic
practices focusing on design strategies, technology, market intelligence,
material knowledge and community
practice based at Baswa in Rajasthan.
The practices, processes, techniques,
material knowledge, design training
sessions, will be digitally captured to
build an online repository of knowledge. The cluster will be connected
to makers and artists, with planned
exhibition in UK, paving way for
enhanced immersive exchanges like
residencies and experiential tourism
in the post pandemic world.
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Students Activities
Shekhawati Project
On the request of Ms. Shruti
Nada Poddar from Ramgarh, a
team of IICD faculty and few artists was sent to Ramgarh to replicate Fresco painting on walls
of a haveli and Vedas temple at
ramgarh, shekhawati region.
The main requirement of Ms.
Poddar was to get the original
fresco painting to be done on
walls of a haveli to preserve the
artwork but due to paucity of
time it was proposed to replicate
the paintings without using the
original technique but using the
original and traditional motifs
so as to preserve the original
look.
7 panels were done by the team
and the work was highly appreciated by all
Creation of MOOCs on Crafts
of Rajasthan
In the month of January 2022,
MOOCs on the topic- Crafts
of Rajasthan were launched by
e-Learning & Data Analytics
Lab, IIIT Kota in collaboration
with IICD. 18 faculty members from IICD created these
MOOCs on various topics related to crafts of Rajasthan.
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Antaran and Jaipur Modern
Project
11 students from PG volunteered for ‘Jaipur Crafts Festival
-Antaran Artisan Connect, an
exhibit held on 11, 12 & 13 March
2022 at Jaipur Modern. This was
an exhibition of the products developed by Tata Antaran along
with six weaving clusters from
North-east.
Corona Quilt Project
Another significant project in
the month of January was the
Corona Quilt Project in collaboration with Nila House, Jaipur.
The Corona quilt project is a
community engagement initiative that was inspired by the

quilting tradition that exists
across the world. It began during
the time of Covid to give people an outlet to express their
personal pandemic experiences through the designing of a

‘square’. Students from IICD
created artwork panels for an
exhibition at Nila House.
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Faculty Achievments
& Participation

Just like our students, our faculty also continuously participate
in programs and competitions
with the purpose of upskilling
and enriching themselves with
the latest happenings of Indian as well as global crafts and
design sector.
Our Dean, Prof. (Dr.) Barun
Shankar Gupta was a resource
person and delivered a lecture
on the topic of “Forest Based
handicraft sector’s issue with
Design & product quality”. He
was invited by Amity University,
Noida, at the one week IFS compulsory Course on “Forest Based
Handicrafts and International
Trade” which was sponsored by
the Ministry- MOEFCC, Govt. of
India to address Indian Forest
Service officers (IFS) from various States/UTs.
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Mr. Rajesh Kumar, Assistant
Professor, IICD qualified UGC
NET exam in the Management
Subject. At the same time Ms.
Sumita Choudhury, Associate
Professor, IICD participated
in an Art Camp – “Shakti” by
Department of Art and Culture,
Govt. of Rajasthan, at Jawahar
Kala Kendra. Around 27 artists
from across the country participated in the program.
Prof. Meenakshi Singh, Prof. Anu
Jain and Ms. Swati Jain, Associate Professor, IICD attended
a 3-day session on Conscious
clothing in the month of March.
The Sessions were organised by
The Conscious Fashion Hub at
Upasana Design Studio, Auroville under the leadership of Ms.
Uma Prajapati, Director, Upasana. The immersive workshop
addressed the topics like future
of sustainable and responsible

fashion, materials, methods and
role of crafts. This visit also functioned as an outreach initiative
to develop industry linkages for
benefit of students. The involved
faculties visited Cholamandalam
Artisan Village, Dakshinchitra
and Vastrakala Embroidery
Atelie in Chennai and Upcycling
Studio & Swaram Music Studio
in Auroville.
Similarly, Ms. Swati Jain and
Prof. Meenakshi Singh also
visited Weavers Service Centre,
Kanchipuram that opened up
possibilities of students internships, Graduation Project and
Craft Documention in the area of
crafts, textiles and fashion.

Collaborations
IICD started the new year with increasing its footprint in International academic
arena by signing an MoU with West Dean College of Art and Conservation, UK.
This MoU will enable academic exchanges, collaborative projects, joint research
and foster overall institutional co-operation in areas of mutual interest.
In the month of March, Dr. Eddie Boucher, Professor, Michigan State University,
USA met Dr. Toolika Gupta, Director, IICD for a formal exchange of MoU that was
signed online during Covid-19 lockdown. IICD looks forward to many meaningful
collaborations, interdisciplinary research and scholar/student visits between India
and USA thanks to MSU.
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Recognitions

Urban Haat , Jaipur invited Dr. Toolika Gupta
as consultant for Urban Haat project development infront of Jal Mahal in collaboration with
Rajasthan Govt. & ADMA.

Indian Institute of Crafts and Design and
Jaipur Virasat Foundation signed an MoU
on 31st of March 2022 to promote institutional cooperation and further common interest in crafts and heritage fields. The MoU
was signed by Dr.Toolika Gupta, Director
IICD and Dr.Rima Hooja, Managing Trustee
JVF at IICD campus in Jaipur. The scope of
collaboration under this MOU may include
projects and workshops of mutual interest
in crafts and heritage, knowledge exchange,
cooperation in the development of crafts
and heritage education and pursuit of project opportunities and events for betterment
of artisans.
IICD also signed an MoU with Nila House
for FY 2021-22 to support seven artisan ward
for the same year for the complete tution fee
waiver.
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Dr. Toolika Gupta featured as ‘Sunday Woman guest editor’ in Rajasthan Patrika on the
27th of February 2022.

Dr. Toolika Gupta was invited to French Embassy on 15th
March 2022 for a meeting with the French Ambassador in
regards to the proposed Alliance Francaise branch in Jaipur
for Rajasthan.

Dr. Toolika Gupta was invited in the
official launch of Bonjour India in
Delhi on 29th March. Ambassador of
France hosted a dinner, with Minister of Culture, Govt. of India Smt.
Meenakshi Lekhi as the Chief Guest.
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Student Visits

IICD has always stressed on
importance of excursion activities which usually involves
field visits, industry visits, NGO
training and Craft Documentations. These activities keep the
students grounded in reality as
well as they learn the process
through live demonstrations.
With Covid-19 restrictions finally
lifting up across the country, IICD
had the opportunity to start with
field visits again.
Undergraduate Foundation Programme students visited Kangra,
Himachal Pradesh this quarter
with Prof. Meenakshi Singh, Mr.
Basu Vansit, Assistant Professor
and Mr. Shuvankar Biswas, Assistant Professor, IICD. The students got a chance to visit NIFT
Kangra Campus where they had
lunch. They also got a chance to
visit Kangradevi Temple on day
1. Students stayed at a Camp for
the night and tasted Himachali
Cuisine for dinner alongwith with
live music. In the coming days
they visited Kangra Art Museum,
Sarika Art Museum, Norbulingka
Art Institute, Men-tsee-khan Mu-
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seum, Dalai Lama Temple and
Mcleodganj. On fourth day, students got an opportunity to learn
about Mountaineering and they
enjoyed a walk to Dharamkot.
On return, students also visited
Rock Garden & Rose Garden in
Chandigarh.
Students of 3-year Post Graduation programme (M.Voc.) went
on a crafts exposure trip to
Udaipur with Prof. Pampa Panwar and Mr. Dharmendra Singh,
Field Officer, IICD. The first stop
for the students was in Bhilwara
where they learned about Phad
Paintings by Artist Mr. Abhishek
Joshi. Upon reaching Udaipur
students learnt about Damascus
Craft by Mr. Anil Sikligar, Danka
embroidery and Lehariya dyeing
by Master Artisan Mr. Mohammad Jakir. Students also travelled around Udaipur and visited
famous tourist and historic sites
like City Palace & Museum and
Fateh Sagar Lake.
Prof. (Dr.) Shalu Rustagi and Ms.
Renu Bhagwat, Associate Professor, IICD accompanied Post

Graduate students (M.Des.) of
Soft Material Design department
to Kumbhalgarh and Udaipur.
During the 5 day visit the group
learnt about Kavad Art from Artist Mr. Styanarayan and Pichwai
Miniature Paintings in addition to
Phad Paintings and Damascus
Craft. Students got a chance to
visit Akola Textile Custer, Molela
Cluster and Manglam Arts. On
leisure front, students visited
Chittorgarh, Kumbhalgarh Fort
and all the historical forts across
Udaipur.
Ms. Chanchal Rathore, Assistant
Professor, IICD and Mr. Dharmendra Singh, Field Officer, IICD
took Under Graduate Soft Material Design students to Bhuj for a
Craft Tour where they interacted
with several artisans, explored
different crafts and also got
a chance to visit Khamir, Kala
Raksha, Hodka village, Mandavi
village, Surjan Museum, Ajrakhpur, White Desert and Nirona
village.

Celebrations
The Quarter started with celebrations around National Youth Day that is
celebrated on the birth anniversary of Swami Vivekanand, the great philosopher and spiritual leader of 19th Century India. National Youth Day was
followed by flag unfurling on 73rd Republic Day of India.
On the eve of Basant Panchami, Literary Club of IICD Jaipur organised Poetry Recital at Front Lawns of IICD Campus. The recital saw participation
from students, faculties and administrative staff members. Participants
recited self-composed pieces as well as work of famous poets. Recitals in
regional languages was encouraged.
IICD Celebrated Women’s Day in the month of March with a fashion show
that was organised by the students of IICD as well as the students of SBICap Napasar Training Program. Awards and certificates were also distributed to the Napasar students as they completed the training program.
Fashion Design Students and SBICap Napasar Training Program Students
also organised a fashion show on the theme and staff of IICD Jaipur also
enjoyed the evening as a post event party was organised. Women’s day
celebrations were followed by Holi celebrations which was organised for
the IICD staff.
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